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Innovative ideas are stimulated by an inspiring environment. relations.
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Efficient knowledge work depends on outstanding team players. Creative synergy – “relations”, the innovative furnishing concept 
from Andreas Struppler’s design team, generates movement. Storage units, desks, mobile pedestals and intelligent accessories 
combine to form a functional environment. The result: office designs that inspire. Flexible and communicative as life itself: the optimal 
working environment – Place 2.5



Modern, elegant, full of character in every detail – a stylish table with angular legs. Height adjustment from 620 mm to 850 mm 
allows for great versatility. A choice of polished or powder-coated frames in white, white aluminium or anthracite. The sturdy, 
parkable folding table creates space. All models, including the folding table, are available with castors.
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In the office as on the sports field, commitment is a key quality of successful people. But motivation can only be generated if each 
person has scope to express his or her own personality. With height-adjustable desks, colourful modesty panels, storage space in 
trolleys, and brackets for PCs or printers, “relations” creates individual spaces with the power to inspire. And an individual desk 
becomes the perfect workstation.
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Further information
and planning data 
are available to 
download at:
www.sedus.com

Modesty panel. Colour-
ful plexiglass panels 
provide an ideal screen
below the table top 
as well as above. Also
available in metal.

Power point. The work-
station itself has a 
personal power tray 
with retaining bracket.
Always within easy
reach. Perfect for 
charging electrical
equipment, like mobile
phones. 

Printer. Or PC – right at
the workstation. Always
ready at hand, the paper
compartment also offers
ample storage. A highly
functional solution.

Cable management. 
The practical cable dump
is ingeniously concealed
beneath the optional
sliding top: for easy
access, it opens and also
tilts from both sides.
Perfectly designed for 

routing all your electric-
cables. The cables 
themselves run neatly
out of the cable dump,
through the cable 
vertebrae and to the
floor box. So everything
stays neat and tidy.

Handwheel. Perfect 
ergonomics at the work-
place – the lock-in
adjustment provides
flexible height adjust-
ment. Without any tools
whatsoever.

Height adjustment.
620 mm today. 850 mm
tomorrow. 760 mm the
day after. This desk is
ideal for everyone – no
matter how short or tall.



Desk screen. Green or
translucent white. The
attractive desk screen 
protects your private
space in the office. 
In combination with
storage boxes, this 
practical module 
creates more desk space.

3rd level. Innovative;
practical; quality down
to the last detail. The
third level is a versatile 
organisation rail with
clean aesthetics. 
Storage tray, CD rack,
flower vase or cup 
holder: the function
bridge serves every 
purpose simultaneously.
Flexibility anywhere and 
everywhere. Creating
free space.

Desk screen. When 
your work demands 
total concentration,
colourful plexiglass
gives you the peace 
and quiet you need.

Storage trays. Whether
A4 size or smaller, these
trays help keep impor-
tant information tidily
sorted and easy to find.
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Flower vase. A piece 
of nature on your desk. 
And your mood is
instantly transformed. 
Whatever the season.

Grasshopper. Table-top
grass. Miniature desk
screen. The plastic 
photo/note holder adds 
to the atmosphere in 
the office. Inspiration.
New ideas. 

CD rack. Makes space 
for creativity. And keeps
your desk tidy – for up 
to 10 CDs/DVDs.



The team. Team spirit and good relationships have always played a major role in the office environment, as they do in sport. 
“relations” creates optimal conditions for inspiring teamwork and the best possible prospects of success. The innovative furnishing 
concept doesn’t just enhance communication in the office, it also gives creativity a real boost. 



Tactics. Defence or attack? Business needs a game plan. Work needs assignment of specific tasks. “relations” adapts accordingly. 
Single workstations and team tables are quick and easy to combine with mobile pedestals and innovative accessories. Conference 
tables fold out and fold away again. Screen systems create mobile rest areas. Communication, movement, quick changeover. 



Substitutes. None are needed here. Yellow card, red card, sending-off? All superfluous. ”relations” sends the entire team onto 
the pitch: giving countless possibilities for individual office design. Green grass elements, the third level and colourful desk screens 
bring a personal touch to the office environment. Completing the language of form perfectly.



Defence. In the changing room and on the pitch – two different kinds of communication. Undisturbed working requires a place 
to retreat, behind threads, fabric or felt  – as with ”relations”. Mobile screen systems permit confidential discussions even in the 
largest open-plan office. Whiteboard and flipchart, on the other hand, lend structure to large meetings and conferences.



“Keep it simple” is the motto of the steel trolley. Reduced to the essential, this handy “runabout” in white or white aluminium 
provides storage space for the most important things you need at work. Ideal for tidily storing anything from pens and pencils
through to documents or refreshments. 
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Presentations. Accessories, multiple socket outlet.

Catering. Crockery, cutlery, bottles and glasses.

Organisation. Storage space for files etc.

The key quality that today’s office furniture must have is flexibility. Mobile pedestals give you storage space on wheels. Refreshing 
drinks, crockery, important documents and presentation accessories are always ready at hand – in the catering, organisation and 
presentation pedestal. Any time, any place.



The designers of the different storage units in “relations” experimented with a variety of materials. The fronts in real wood veneer,
melamine, paint or glass are freely combinable. Whether storage unit (4-5 binder height) or credenza (2-3 binder height), the doors
of these units run on two rails. The special sliding-door mechanism creates space for hanging folder systems and drawers – over the
full width of the unit. Files, documents, work materials – all easily accessible. Left, right and centre. At all times.
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Aluminium frame.
Eye-catching design
feature – the front
of the unit has an
aluminium surround.

5 binder height. Left back. Attacking midfield.
Forward. Goalkeeper – the integral whiteboard.

5 binder height. Storage unit at the front –
media panel at the rear.

5 binder height. Red/White – one of the striking
colour combinations.

5 binder height. Practical sliding doors –
storage unit with multiple shelves.

Handle options.
The angular handle is a
convenient alternative
to the recessed pull.



A winning team owes its success to the seamless cooperation of all its members. But sometimes office team players want a little time 
by themselves – behind threads, fabric, grey felt or a white projection screen. Concentration. Exchanging ideas. One-to-one discussions.
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Fabrics.
white
orange
green 

Threads.
orange/silver
green/silver



Conferences. Seminars. Team meetings. Lifetime learning is as vital to today’s working world as grass is to a football pitch. 
Stackable chairs gather round the mobile flipchart complete with pen tray. A projection screen completes the scene. And already 
this furniture group becomes a mobile seminar room. Quick to set up and take down – nothing could be easier. Creative working 
made simple. Ideas flow. Concepts follow.

Customer meeting

Dialogue

Seminar
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Communication generates creativity. Exchanging ideas is a source of inspiration. Shared success brings out the best in each team 
member. So it’s good to have furniture that plays its part too. Like the square team table. Power and network cables are out of sight 
in the integrated cable box. Enough discussion? The third level turns a conference table into a double workstation quickly and simply.

Brainstorming

Concentration
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Dimensions in mm, H = Height, W = Width, D = Depth, OH = Binder height

W 1600 mm, 2 OH - 5 OH

Storage units 
D 471 mm

Screen systems  
H 1870 mm, W 1440, D 40 mm (foot 540 mm)

Flower vase

Storage tray
A4 portrait

Storage tray
A4 landscape

Wide pen tray Notelet box 
90 x 90 mm

Pen box CD rack Cup holder

Plexiglass desk screenFunction bridge 
for desks

Function bridge 
for team table

Grasshopper

Trolley
H 550/D 430 mm

3rd level for desks

Folding tables

Adjustable tables

Conference tables Team table

Desking

Mobile pedestals  
H 1148/D 580 mm

Flipchart
H 1925 mm, W 720 mm, D 670 mm

W 2400 mm, 2 OH - 5 OH W 3200 mm, 2 OH - 5 OH

Fabric “bubble” Thread curtain Felt panel
(pin board)

Projection screen and
whiteboard element

W 390 mm W 430 m Organisation W 600 mm Organisation Presentations Catering

with paper holderCoat rack

Overall height
5 OH = 1873 mm
4 OH = 1498 mm
3 OH = 1448 mm
2 OH = 773 mm
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R10 green painted

232 white aluminium 1

B23 Beech walnut varnishB26 Beech natural

H11 Maple natural

E41 Ash natural

G11 Peartree natural

203 Maple

205 Oak

02 arctic white

11 Beech

R11 red painted R12 orange painted P10 Glass satin-finished

231 white aluminium matt

09 anthracite metallic

122 kiwi

09 anthracite metallic

B21 Beech mid brown

C11 Oak natural

E10 Ash white

F31 Cherry natural

103 Beech

26 Ash anthracite 1

13 grey

119 white aluminium 120 white

105 translucent white

119 white aluminium

C17 Oak wenge varnish

E46 Ash light grey

D12 Walnut natural

K66 Walnut

A14 pure white

A16 dark grey 3

14 silver/black

120 white

E45 Ash black

D11 Walnut dark

K65 Zebrano 2

110 polished/236 chromed

Real wood veneer

Melamine

ABS edging
with multiplex look
and bicolour

Cabinet front
Paint/glass

Modesty panel
Metal

Modesty panel/desk
screen.
Plexiglass

Tambour door

Frame

1 only for storage units and pedestals, 2 only for cabinet fronts and conference tables, 3 only for conference tables
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Export
Sedus Stoll AG
Brueckenstrasse 15
D-79761 Waldshut
Tel. +49 (77 51) 84-2 89
Fax +49 (77 51) 84-3 30
E-Mail export@sedus.com
Internet www.sedus.com

Austria
Sedus Stoll Ges.m.b.H.
Kirchenstrasse 37/1/13
A-5301 Eugendorf
Tel. +43 (6225) 210 54-0
Fax +43 (6225) 210 56
E-mail sedus.at@sedus.at
Internet www.sedus.at

Belgium
Sedus Stoll b.v.b.a./s.p.r.l.
Korte Massemensesteenweg 58/7
B-9230 Wetteren
Tel. +32 9 369 9614
Fax +32 9 368 19 82
E-Mail sedus.be@sedus.com
Internet www.sedus.be

France
Sedus
2, rue de la Baume
F-75008 Paris
Tel. +33 1 53 77 20 50
Fax +33 1 53 77 20 51
E-Mail commercial@sedus.fr
Internet www.sedus.fr

Great Britain
Sedus Stoll Ltd.
157A St John Street, Clerkenwell
London EC1V 4DU
Tel. +44 20 7566 3990
Fax +44 20 7566 3999
E-Mail sedus.uk@sedus.co.uk
Internet www.sedus.co.uk

Italy
Sedus Stoll S.r.l.
Via Giotto, 20/22
I-22075 Lurate Caccivio (CO)
Tel. +39 031.494.111
Fax +39 031.494.140
E-Mail sedus.it@sedus.com
Internet www.sedus.it

Netherlands
Sedus Stoll B.V.
Rhijnspoor 239
NL-2901 LB Capelle aan den IJssel
Tel. +31 10 52141 88
Fax +31 10 521 31 89
E-Mail sedus.nl@sedus.com
Internet www.sedus.nl

Spain
Sedus Stoll, S. A.
Avda. de Manoteras, 28-1a planta
E-28050 Madrid
Tel. +34 91/597 0176
Fax +34 91/597 22 65
E-Mail sedus.es@sedus.com
Internet www.sedus.es

Switzerland
Sedus Stoll AG
Industriestrasse West 24
CH-4613 Rickenbach
Tel. +41 62/216 4114
Fax +41 62/216 38 28
E-Mail sedus.ch@sedus.ch
Internet www.sedus.ch




